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How can someone who has just entered adulthood make such decisions and be held culpable? Nixon
intervened by agreeing to review the case, setting off more outrage. Thinking they were Viet Cong. In a war
without front lines, the principal measure of progress was the notorious body count, which incited GIs to kill
as many enemy as possible. Also, a small side note, Olson does a fantastic job with giving the background
information and organizing each document in his book. The soldiers thus vented their rage on civilians who
were deemed to be the enemy or at least in league with the enemy. Michael Bernhardt, a soldier at the scene,
later told a reporter. Since World War II, moreover, civilians have increasingly been victimized. In My Lai,
the American soldiers acted on orders to murder Vietnamese citizens indiscriminately. The blood is on both
the leaders, who ordered the killing, and the followers. In violation of Army regulations, the division
command allowed the brigade to do its own investigation. For instance, I questioned how I was able to obtain
knowledge from every events that had happened in my life. But the training involved, the often chaotic nature
of battle, and the need to follow authority to maintain survival can lead to a very blurred vision of what is right
or wrong. The My Lai Massacre is an event that will be forever imprinted on our hearts. Officers and
non-coms got caught up in a herd mentality. The courageous efforts of heroes like Hugh Thompson and Ron
Ridenour offer compelling examples of what individuals can do to stop or expose injustice. Yet atrocities
continue, whether the mistreatment of prisoners at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq, the massacre of unarmed Iraqis
by US Marines at the side of a roadside bombing in Hidatha, Iraq, or in the indiscriminate killing of civilians,
often by high technology weapons, in Afghanistan. So innocents died by the hands of both sides during this
sad and tragic war. Many were found with their hands bound behind their backs with single gunshots to their
heads. Twelve officers were accused of a cover-up. Also, a small side note, Olson does a fantastic job with
giving the background informa James S. From to , the United States assisted the South Vietnamese in fighting
an internal insurgency backed by Communist North Vietnam. Geared up for action, the men entered My Lai at
8 a. Victims were raped, tortured and beaten, even mutilated before being killed. Meeting no resistance, the
Americans killed old men, women, and even children and babies. I read this for my American History course
and even used it to write an essay on the reasons for this tragedy and what its cover up etc. I liked that these
were primary documents that I was analyzing for the most part; not 2nd hand analysis from historians though
those mos "How can I like a book that filled me with so much rage? I do not know if I always use more than
one way of knowing in order to gain knowledge in my personal life. If the United States is to live up to the
high ideals it professes to believe in, events such as My Lai must be remembered and must be seen not simply
in terms of the impact upon ourselves but also on the horrors visited on others. To the GIs, civilians were often
indistinguishable from guerrillas and thought to be in league with them. From to , after the French had
departed, the American government attempted to construct in the southern part of Vietnam an independent,
non-Communist nation to stand as a bulwark against further Communist expansion in Southeast Asia. The
following massacre should have never happened and the event's that followed the massacre are typical of any
American wrongdoing. Their actions were completely voluntary and this why the blame is twofold.


